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ShortS, ArtiSt 
tAlkS & live Film 

PerFormAnceS

the WinniPeg film grouP acknoWledges 
the suPPort of the nfB and on screen 
manitoBa in enaBling us to Bring  
mary harron to WinniPeg

THE NOTORIOUS  
MARY HARRON 
award winning filmmaker Mary harron will be in 
Winnipeg to introduce her films and deliver a master 
class, engaging in a conversation with Winnipeg 
filmmaker Norma Bailey. harron is a major canadian 
filmmaker and screenwriter working in the united states 
and is respected for tackling controversial and culturally 
important subjects. she is best known for her films I Shot 
Andy Warhol, American Psycho and The Notorious 
Bettie Page. she has also worked in television, directing 
episodes of Oz, Six Feet Under, Homicide: Life on the  
Street, The L Word and Big Love. 

ABOUT THe WINNIPeg  
FILm grOUP
FouNded iN 1974, The WiNNipeG 
FilM Group is a chariTaBle, arTisT 
ruN orGaNizaTioN dedicaTed To 
proMoTiNG The arT oF ciNeMa. 
We have operaTed The WiNNipeG 
ciNeMaTheque For ThirTy years, 
providiNG coMMuNiTy access To  
The very BesT iN iNdepeNdeNT 
caNadiaN aNd World ciNeMa.

sTaFF lisT

CeCILIA ArANedA 
executive director
cecilia@winnipegfilmgroup.com

disTriBuTioN ceNTre

mONICA LOWe
distribution Services manager
monica@winnipegfilmgroup.com

JeNNIFer SmITH
distribution Services Assistant

ciNeMaTheque

JAImz ASmUNdSON
Cinematheque Programming director
jaimz@winnipegfilmgroup.com

KrISTy mUCKOSKy
Cinematheque Operations manager

dAve BArBer
Cinematheque Programming 
Coordinator

ALISON dAvIS
Cinematheque Head Projectionist

producTioN ceNTre

HeIdI PHILLIPS
Production Programs manager
heidi@winnipegfilmgroup.com

ArLeA ASHCrOFT
membership Services Coordinator
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Programs Coordinator
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THE NOTORIOUS BETTIE PAGE 

dir. Mary harroN | 2005 | usa | 100 MiN 
FRI MAR 2 – 7:00 PM

Introduced by mary Harron

Gretchen Moll gives a terrific performance as the seductive Bettie page, 
“a notorious pin up girl from the 1950’s, who quit modelling and 
found religion. Mary harron examines its subject appeal and life with 
intelligence and panache. The movie traces our heroine’s trajectory from 
nice southern girl to participant in fetish films. harron’s film emulates 
both the look of those images – lustrous black and white photography 
occasionally ceding to Kodachrome colour and the 1950’s movie 
vocabulary of sam Fuller and douglas sirk.” 

- EYE WEEKLY 

THE MOTH DIARIES

dir. Mary harroN |2011 | caNada & irelaNd | 85 MiN   
SAT MAR 3 - 7:00 PM 

Introduced by mary Harron

in this exclusive sneak preview look at harron’s latest work, The moth 
diaries explores the world of gothic horror and adolescent girls. This 
“chilling and evocative vampire tale is set at an all-girls boarding school 
and former hotel nestled in the forested countryside. still grappling with 
the suicide of her poet father, rebecca enters her final year at Brangwyn 
with much excitement and anticipation. her happiness however, seems to 
be focused on one thing: her schoolmate and best friend lucy. lucy is the 
centre of rebecca’s world, almost obsessively so. When a strange new 
student named ernessa befriends lucy, rebecca’s precariously balanced 
world starts to teeter.” 

- TIFF

AMERICAN PSYCHO

dir. Mary harroN | 2000 | usa | 102 MiN 
SAT MAR 3 – 9:00 PM 

Introduced by mary Harron

Mary harron took Brett easton ellis’s shocking and savage 1991 novel 
and strengthened its satire of 1980’s corporate greed by toning down 
the book’s excess. christian Bale gives a tour-de-force performance as the 
raging narcissist.

“american psycho is alternately funny, blood curdling and pathetic…a 
lean and mean horror comedy classic…a dazzling period satire.” 

- NEW YORK TIMES

Presenting Guests include: 
FFrançois Bédard, Laura Michalchyshyn, Véronique 

Marino, Julie Giles, Erez T Yanuv Barzilay, Josette 
Normandeau, Marc Beaudet and representatives 
from Telefilm Canada, CMF, Shaw Media, Rogers 
Broadcasting, Bell Media, CBC, APTN and Corus 

Entertainment 

Visit www.allaccessosm.com 
tto register and for more information 

PRODUCING IN A MULTIPLATFORM WORLD
www.allaccessosm.com

March 19 - 21
The Winnipeg Fairmont
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MASTER CLASS WITH MARY HARRON 
SATURDAY, MARCH 3 - 2:00 PM

Special event admiSSion: $25/MEMBERS | $50/NON MEMBERS
celebrated Winnipeg director Norma Bailey will lead an in depth conversation with harron 
discussing her films, career, and her roots in punk music. advance tickets can be purchased  
online at www.winnipegfilmgroup.com  

discussion facilitator Norma Bailey has produced and directed many documentaries and movies 
and has adapted the works of david adams richards, Margaret atwood, and alice Munro. one 
of Winnipeg’s most accomplished directors, Bailey has won numerous awards including Geminis, 
Blizzards, the New york american Film and Television award, the los angeles lillian Gish award 
and the yWca Woman of The year award.

ShortS, ArtiSt 
tAlkS & live Film 

PerFormAnceS

WndX and cinematheque co-present

Joshua Bonnetta’s  
american colour  
and other Works
FRI MAR 9 - 9:15 PM 

INTRODUCED WITH MONOGRAPH TExT BY 
IRENE BINDI

acclaimed canadian filmmaker Joshua Bonnetta 
will present a selection of film and video works 
including his most recent american colour. This 
film is a unique experiment exploring the various 
values, cultural and visual, of Kodak’s legendary, 
and recently discontinued, Kodachrome film 
stock. This beautiful and meticulously constructed 
film combines Kodachrome colour fields with 
footage Bonnetta shot while travelling across the 
american Midwest from rochester (Kodachrome’s 
birthplace and the home of Kodak), to dwayne’s 
photo in parsons, Kansas, the only laboratory in 
the world to still process Kodachrome at the time 
of his journey. american colour was processed 
in the very last batch of Kodachrome ever to be 
processed. 

WNdX acKNoWledGes The GeNerous 
supporT oF The caNada couNcil For 
The arTs For This proGraM.
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THE SpOTLESS EYE Of  
ELLEN KURAS ASC

ellen Kuras is an award winning 
cinematographer and an academy award 
nominated director with an impressive 
résumé that includes studio, independent 
and documentary films. she has shot many 
memorable movies, including eternal Sunshine 
of the Spotless mind, Blow, Summer of Sam, 
and Away We go, and has worked with 
mary Harron, martin Scorsese, Spike Lee and 
michel gondry. Kuras has earned three emmy 

nominations, The Grand Jury award at the sundance Film Festival, 
and is a three time recipient of the sundance Film Festival’s Best 
cinematography award, an unprecedented achievement. she will 
be here to share her incredible knowledge of lighting and cameras 
in a series of master classes as well as introduce her own films.

during this Master class series, Kuras will meet with local, 
developing cinematographers for one on one feedback sessions. 
she will additionally hold a master lecture on cinematography 
and conduct a hands-on creative workshop on how to approach a 
scene conceptually while delving into the practical and technical 
aspects of cinematography.

THE BETRAYAL (NERAKHOON)

dirs. elleN Kuras & ThavisouK  
phrasavaTh |2008 | usa| 96 MiN 
(eNGlish aNd lao W/suBTiTles)  

SAT MAR 10 – 7:00 PM  

Introduced by ellen Kuras

Filmed over 23 years, The Betrayal is the 
directorial debut of renowned cinematographer 
ellen Kuras in a remarkable collaboration with 
the film’s subject and co-director Thavisouk 
phrasavath. during the vietnam War the 
united states waged its own secret war in the 
neighboring country of laos. When the us 
withdrew, thousands of laotians who fought 
alongside american forces were left behind to 
face imprisonment or execution. one family, 
the phrasavaths made the courageous decision 
to escape to america. hoping to find safety, 
they discovered a different kind of war. epic in 
scope yet devastatingly intimate The Betrayal is a 
testament to the resilient bonds of family and an 
astonishing tale of survival. 

ETERNAL SUNSHINE  
OF THE SPOTLESS MIND 

dir. Michel GoNdry 
2004 | usa | 108 MiN 
SAT MAR 10 – 9:30 PM  

Introduced by ellen Kuras

ellen Kuras’s striking photography brings out 
the unique disorienting aspects of this inventive 
collaboration between screenwriter charlie 
Kauffman (Being John malkovich, Adaptation) 
and director Michel Gondry. Joel (Jim carrey) 
is stunned to discover that his girlfriend, 
clementine (Kate Winslet), has had their 
tumultuous relationship erased from her mind. 
out of desperation, he contacts the inventor 
of the process, dr. howard Mierzwiak (Tom 
Wilkinson), to get the same treatment. But as 
his memories of clementine begin to fade, Joel 
suddenly realizes how much he still loves her. 
Their relationship moves back and forth in time 
and evolves into a sweet story about love and 
the positive and negative memories which  
define our personalities. 

The WiNNipeG FilM Group 
acKNoWledGes The supporT  
oF The NFB aNd oN screeN 
MaNiToBa iN eNaBliNG us To 
BriNG elleN Kuras To WiNNipeG

BLOW 

dir. Ted deMMe | 2001 | usa | 124 MiN 
SUN MAR 11 – 7:00 PM 

Blow is the compelling true story of the rise 
and fall of real life american drug lord George 
Jung now serving time in federal prison. Johnny 
depp gives a superb performance as the fast 
rising Jung moving from his roots in Weymouth, 
Massachusetts to the beaches of california where 
he starts pushing drugs and eventually becomes 
the connection for colombian drug lord pablo 
escobar. ellen Kuras’s expert, ambitious camera 
work gives the film energy and style with freeze 
frames, slow motion and a terrific colour palette.
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Tunniit: Re-Tracing the Lines of 
Inuit Tattoos

dir. aleThea arNaquq-Baril, 
2010, caNada, 50 MiN. 
(eNGlish aNd iNuKTiTuT  
W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

inuit traditional face tattoos have 
been forbidden for a century, and 
almost forgotten. director arnaquq-
Baril with long time friend and 
activist aaju peter are determined to 
uncover the mystery and meaning 
behind this beautiful ancient 
tradition. Together they embark 
on an adventure through arctic 
communities speaking with elders 
and recording the stories of a once 
popularized female art. 

ShortS, ArtiSt 
tAlkS & live Film 

PerFormAnceS

UrBAN SHAmAN,  
ImAgINeNATIve  
ANd CINemATHeqUe  
CO-PreSeNT

REfLECTING LIVES:  
NEW WORKS  
fROM ABORIGINAL 
WOMEN  
CUrATed By mICHeLLe LATImer
FrI mAr 16 – 7:00 Pm 

FRee admiSSion

The imagineNaTive Film + Media arts Festival and 
urban shaman join forces with cinematheque to 
present a selection of new works by aboriginal women 
directors. Now, more than ever before, indigenous 
female filmmakers worldwide are using moving image 
as an essential storytelling tool. in the past decade 
alone, great strides have been made in contemporary 
aboriginal cinema, creating greater opportunities for 
emerging women directors to realize their vision.

Michelle Latimer (Métis) is an award-winning 
filmmaker, producer and actor. latimer is the director 
of programming at the imagineNaTive Film + Media 
arts Festival, and has also programmed for the hot 
docs canadian international documentary Festival.

The Gift
dir. Terril calder  
2011, caNada, 2 MiN.

arresting and intelligent, director 
calder uses stop motion animation 
to explore the deadly legacy of 
betrayal wrapped up neatly in a 
hudson Bay blanket.       

December 6
dir. cara MuMFord,  
2010, caNada, 9.5 MiN.

clever and uncompromising, this 
spoken word tour-de-force recalls 
the events of the Montreal massacre 
at l’ecole polytechnique, making a 
bold statement for the abolishment 
of violence against women.  

Parkdale
dir. lisa JacKsoN, 2011, 
caNada, 16 MiN. 

director Jackson crafts an intimate 
account of two sisters running 
from abuse and neglect in this 
heartbreaking glimpse into the 
vulnerable lives of those who exist 
between the cracks of society.

Kwoni

dir. caroliNe MoNNeT, 
2010, caNada, 2:50 MiN.

a young aboriginal man’s thoughts 
and emotions iterate his personal 
growth through this lyrical story. 

Déboires
dir. delia GuNN,  
2010, caNada, 3 MiN.       

director delia Gunn blends stop 
motion animation and personal 
testimony to create an unflinching 
and deeply honest portrait of a 
family embracing hope awhile 
emerging from the despair of 
addiction. 

Sloth
dir. aleThea arNaquq-Baril, 
2011, caNada, 2 MiN. 

This delightfully satirical animation 
reveals the evolution of inuit 
stereotypes from past to present. 
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TOMBOY 

dir. cÉliNe sciaMMa 
2011 | FraNce | 82 MiN 

(FreNch W/ eNGlish suBTiTles) 

FRI APR 27 & SAT APR 28 – 9:00 PM 

WED MAY 2 & THU MAY 3 – 9:00 PM 

Tomboy is a beautifully realized 
French drama about a young girl 
who wants to be a boy. laure is 10 
years old and a tomboy. on her 
arrival in a new neighbourhood, 
she lets lisa and her crowd believe 
that she is a boy. Truth or dare? 
dare. summer becomes a big 
playground and laure pretends to 
be Michael, a boy like the others…
different enough to get the attention 
of lisa who falls in love with him. 
laure takes advantage of her new 
identity as if the end of the summer 
would never reveal her unsettling 
secret.

tomboy HAS BEEN GENEROUSLY 
SPONSORED BY RADIO-CANADA

cAnADiAn &  
internAtionAl 

FeAtUre FilmS

MELANCHOLIA

dir. lars voN Trier  
2011| deNMarK & sWedeN 
135 MiN 
SUN MAR 4, WED MAR 7  
& THU MAR 8 – 7:00 PM 

Starring Kirsten dunst, Charlotte 
gainsbourg, Kiefer Sutherland, John 
Hurt, Charlotte rampling

on virtually every critic’s list of Top 
Ten Films of the year melancholia 
is “lars von Trier’s ecstatic magnum 
opus on the themes of depression, 
cataclysm and the way the world 
might end. The title describes 
the mounting sadness and doom 
pressing on Justine, a mood 
swinging bride on her wedding 
day. Justine is attended to by her 
protective sister, claire and worried 
over by her bewildered groom. 
But in von Trier’s imagined galaxy, 
melancholia is also the name 
of a planet that is hurtling on a 
catastrophic collision course with 
earth on the same day – a cosmic 
manifestation of that same crushing 
sadness. von Trier sets aside all 
trickster impulses of provocation to 
create striking visual tableaux that, 
in their majestic simplicity, convey 
a profound emotional depth that 
transcends words.”

- ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY 

TOMORROW WILL BE BETTER  
(JUTRO BEDZIE LEPIEJ)

dir. doroTa KedzierzaWsKa 
2011 | JapaN & polaNd 
118 MiN 

(polish W/eNGlish suBTiTles)

FRI MAR 9 - 7:00 PM

six year old petya, 10 year old 
vasya, and 11 year old lyapa are 
typical young boys. homeless, 
the three escape the ukraine and 
set out to reach poland. They 
spend almost every moment of 
their escape full of carefree fun in 
landscapes that change along with 
their moods. constantly surrounded 
by threats, they jump trains, hitch 
rides, or walk through forests living 
on what they can steal or whatever 
strangers offer them. This story 
explores a difficult and trying life 
through the eyes of children and 
illustrates the hopes and belief  
that better place lies just beyond  
the horizon.

THIS IS A SPECIAL PRESENTATION 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH FREEZE 
FRAME’S 16TH ANNUAL 
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL  
FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES -  
MARCH 4 TO 11, 2012.

FATHER’S DAY 

dirs. asTroN-6 
2011 | caNada & usa | 100 MiN 

FRI MAR 16 – 10:00 PM 

SAT MAR 17 – 9:00 PM 

WED MAR 21 &  
THU MAR 22 – 9:00 PM 

FRI MAR 23 – 9:30 PM 

SAT MAR 24 – 9:00 PM

Starring Adam Brooks, mackenzie 
murdock, matt Kennedy, Conor 
Sweeney, Amy groening, meredith 
Sweeney, garrett Hnatiuk, ross 
mcmillan and Brent Neale

lock up your fathers! Winnipeg 
filmmaking collective astron-6 has 
teamed up with Troma to bring you 
Father’s day, an offside thrill ride 
about a cannibalistic, dad-defiling 
psychopath and the one-eyed, well-
armed vigilante desperate to stop 
him. as goofy as it is gory,  take 
the humour of The evil dead, stir in 
the street trashiness of hobo with a 
shotgun, set it to the retro beat of 
a dario argento-style electro-score 
and you’re in for an exploitation 
explosion that promises no dad is 
safe and nothing is sacred when 
it comes to Father’s day! - Trevor 
Tuminski /aFTer darK FesTival  

* WINNER OF BEST FEATURE AND
 AUDIENCE AWARD AT THE 2011
 TORONTO AFTER DARK FESTIvAL

A fREEzE fRAME ANd  
CINEMATHEqUE CO-pRESENTATION
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new worlD  
DocUmentArieS

THE DESERT OF FORBIDDEN ART 

dirs. aMaNda pope & Tchavdar GeorGiev 
2010 | russia, usa & uzBeKisTaN | 80 MiN 
(eNGlish aNd russiaN W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

WED MAR 14 & THU MAR 15 – 7:00 PM

SAT MAR 17 – 7:00 PM 

SUN MAR 18 – 7:00 PM 

WED MAR 21 & THU MAR 22 – 7:00 PM

Introduced by myroslave Shkandrij on march 15

co-directors amanda pope and Tchavdar 
Georgiev spent six years uncovering the story of 
an obsessed art collector named igor savitsky 
who spent years amassing a treasure trove of 
banned avant garde russian artworks now worth 
millions, rescuing them from under beds and in 
dusty old closets. The desert of Forbidden Art 
tells a compelling story of how these artworks 
were saved with stunning examples of the 
artworks and interviews with relatives of the 
artists. viewers of this remarkable documentary 
will be astonished at not only what this art looks 
like and why it’s forbidden, but also where it is 
and how it got there. The where is Nukus, an 
independent republic inside uzbekistan that is 
every bit as remote as it sounds. Ben Kingsley, 
sally Field and ed asner voice the diaries and 
letters of savitsky and the artists which is intercut 
with remarkable archival footage. 

“These art works are so staggering that Stephen 
Kinzer, former New York Times central Asia 
bureau chief remembers that, it didn’t take me 
more than a few minutes of walking around this 
museum for my jaw to drop.” 
- LOS ANGELES TIMES

Myroslav shkandrij will speak on the importance 
of the post-revolutionary avant-garde, when and 
why it was suppressed and how it has gradually 
been rediscovered. 

Myroslav shkandrij has taught slavic studies at 
the university of Manitoba in the department 
of German and slavic studies since 1987. he 
has published on modern ukrainian and russian 
literature, avant-garde art, and ukrainian-Jewish 
relations as well as curating two travelling 
exhibitions of art. 

WEST WIND: THE vISION OF TOM THOMSON 

dirs. MichÈle hozer & peTer rayMoNT 
2011 | caNada | 95 MiN 
FRI MAR 23 & SAT MAR 24 – 7:00 PM 

SUN MAR 25 – 7:00 PM 

WED MAR 28 – 7:00 PM 

THU MAR 29 - 7:00 PM

Introduction by diana Thorneycroft on march 23

“if there is one iconic image in canadian art it 
must be Tom Thomson, pipe in mouth, daubing 
paint on a board in the stern of a canoe. his 
brief career ended in the summer of 1917 in 
algonquin park under mysterious circumstances, 
either accidental drowning or murder most foul. 
as in their recent collaboration genius Within: 
The Inner Life of glenn gould, raymont and 
hozer investigate a genius and the nature of his 
genius. Thomson painted 45 canvasses and over 
300 sketches in an extraordinary creative burst 
in the last four years of his life. shot in algonquin 
park, Georgina Bay, leith, Toronto and seattle, 
West Wind features newly discovered interviews 
with those who knew Thomson, letters from 
his family and rarely seen paintings by this 
extraordinary artist.” 
- vANCOUvER FILM FESTIvAL 

highly respected Winnipeg artist diana 
Thorneycroft has exhibited various bodies of 
award winning work across canada, the united 
states, europe, as well as in Moscow, Tokyo 
and sydney. her unique work Group of seven 
awkward Moments referenced the historical 
canadian landscapes of the Group of seven, a 
movement of canadian painters on whom Tom 
Thomson had a significant influence. 

PEOPLE OF A FEATHER: SURvIvAL IN A 
CHANGING CANADIAN ARCTIC  

dir. Joel heaTh 
2011 | caNada | 90 MiN 
FRI MAR 30 – 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM

SAT MAR 31 – 7:00 & 9:00 PM 

SUN APR 1 & WED APR 4 – 7:00 PM 

THU APR 5 – 9:00 PM 

Introduction by Joel Heath on Friday and Saturday

a breathtaking journey into the remote world 
of the Belcher islands inuit people. connecting 
past, present and future is a unique cultural 
relationship with the eider duck. eider down, the 
warmest feather in the world, allows both inuit 
and bird to survive harsh arctic winters. But both 
the inuit and eiders are struggling to adapt to 
changing sea dynamics as seasons and ocean 
currents are reversed by runoff from hydroelectric 
dams that power North america’s entire eastern 
seaboard. Filmed over seven winters, arctic 
ecologist and cinematographer Joel heath’s 
debut feature employs stunning time lapse 
photography and underwater footage to create 
an authentic portrait of a community challenged 
by a changing environment.

“beautifully put together with an  
artistic sensibility often overlooked in the 
environmental community.” 
- RED WIRE 
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FReeze FRame 
inteRnational  
Film FeStival
maRch 10 - 10 am - 3 pm 

maRch 11 - noon - 2 pm

Featuring a winning collection 
of films for children and young 
people, Freeze Frame strives to be 
an international leader in providing 
an enriching cinematic experience 
through the delivery of diverse 
and innovative programming that 
educates, inspires and empowers 
children and youth. 

mOre INFO AT
FReezeFRameonline.oRg

PAYBACK 

dir. JeNNiFer BaichWal 
2011 | caNada | 90 MiN 

(eNGlish, spaNish aNd alBaNiaN  
W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

FRI APR 27 TO SUN APR 29 – 7:00 PM 

WED MAY 2 & THU & 3 – 7:00 PM

premiering at this year’s sundance Festival, 
Jennifer Baichwal (manufactured Landscapes) 
has created a remarkable new film about debt 
and its influences. Based on Margaret atwood’s 
best-selling book Payback: debt and the Shadow 
Side of Wealth, Payback explores the world of 
debt, tracing how it influences relationships, 
societies, governing structures and the very fate 
of the planet. The film explores the link between 
debtor and creditor in a variety of contexts - 
from the mountains of northern albania to the 
tomato fields of southern Florida. The film blends 
compelling stories of ‘owing’ and ‘being owed’ 
with the insights of renowned thinkers like Karen 
armstrong, louise arbour and William rees.

“Margaret Atwood’s brilliant 2008 essay, 
payback: debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth 
is the jumping off point for this fascinating, 
far-ranging cinematic essay. In riveting, literate 
passages from her writing, Atwood focuses on 
the urgent issue of the debt we each owe to the 
larger social good.” 

- FILM FORUM 

WHITE WATER,  
BLACK GOLd 
DIR. DAvID LAvALEE  
2011 | CANADA | 65 MIN 

FRI APR 13 TO SUN APR 15 – 7:00 PM  

WED APR 18 – 7:00 PM 

The Keystone pipe line project and the devastating effects of oil and the 
environment has brought the subject of the oil industry to the forefront. White 
Water, Black Gold is an investigative point-of view documentary that follows 
david Lavallee on his three year journey across western Canada in search of 
answers about the activities of the world’s thirstiest oil industry: the tar sands. As 
a mountaineer and hiking guide, david is on the front lines of climate change. 
Over the past 15 years he has worked in the Columbia Icefields of the Canadian 
rockies, and has noticed profound changes in the mountains: climate change is 
rendering these landscapes unrecognizable. 

le reNdez-vous du ciNeMa quÉBÉcois  
aNd ciNeMaTheque co-preseNT

AT NIGHT THEY DANCE  
(LA NUIT ELLES DANSENT) 

dirs. isaBelle laviGNe &  
sTephaNe ThiBaulT  
2010 |caNada | 80 MiN 

(araBic W/eNGlish suBTiTles)

SUN APR 22 – 7:00 PM 

WED APR 25 & THU 26 – 7:00 PM 

an award-winning director duo sweeps us into 
the chaotic world of a family of voluptuous 
female belly dancers in working class cairo 
as they struggle to practice an art in danger 
of disappearing. The film centres on reda, 
a charismatic widow and ex-dancer with 
seven children and one on the way, her wise 
confidante, and three of her daughters, who 
now dance at raucous all-male celebrations 
for a living. reda has all-out fights with her 
own mother about money, argues fiercely with 
her daughters about their love lives and drug 
use, and acts as an agent for their contracts, 
but she just as passionately defends them from 
dangerous clients, bails them out of jail and 
dispenses advice about love and life. 
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 SPeciAl eventS

StoReFRont manitoba, URban idea and cinematheqUe co-pReSentation

ARCHITECTURE & dESIGN  
fILM fESTIVAL
This inaugural festival will present critically acclaimed films that focus on the importance of 
architecture and design in everyday life. They cover an incredible range of design-oriented 
topics from architecture and urban design to graphics and product design.

KOOLHAAS HOUSELIFE
dirs. ila BÊKa &  
louise leMoiNe  
2008 | FraNce | 58 MiN 

(FreNch W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

THU APRIL 19 – 7:00 PM

What’s it like to live in a masterpiece 
designed by a star architect? in the 
case of the rem Koolhaas designed 
by Maison à Bordeaux, only the 
cleaning lady has the lowdown. The 
film follows Guadalupe acedo as she 
navigates the hydraulic lifts, sliding 
panels, minimal staircases and 
spare spaces of the acclaimed house 
designed for a client in a wheelchair. 

SPONSORED BY  
CIBINEL ARCHITECTS LTD

HOW MUCH DOES  
YOUR BUILDING WEIGH  
MR. FOSTER? 
dirs. carlos carcas & 
NorBerTo lopez aMado 
2010| uK & spaiN | 78 MiN 

THU APR 19 – 8:30 PM 

The film’s title comes from a 
question put to Foster by his hero 
Buckminster Fuller, in reference to 
the sainsbury centre for the visual 
arts, a building that looks light for its 
size, held up with a system of struts 
and trusses. you can see Fuller’s 
influence in Foster’s use of space 
frame construction in elements of 
his work on buildings such as the 
reconstructed reichstag in Berlin, the 
Beijing capital international airport, 
the largest building in the world and 
london’s glassy obelisk shaped 30 st 
Mary axe. 

SPONSORED BY  
JR WAGNER ARCHITECT INC.

HOW TO MAKE A BOOK  
WITH STEIDEL
dirs. GereoN WeTzel  
& JorG adolph  
2010 | GerMaNy | 88 MiN 

(GerMaN W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

FRI APR 20 – 7:00 PM

For 40 years, Gerhard steidl has 
combined the roles of printer and 
publisher, resolved to personally 
check each sheet leaving his 
printing shop in Göttingen. This 
perfectionism, combined with an 
unconditional love for books, for 
the traditional printing craft, and a 
commitment to the quality standards 
of manufacturing (in the original 
sense of the word, made by hand), 
has gained worldwide attention. 

SPONSORED BY  
URBAN INK

HELvETICA 
dir. Gary husTWiT  
2007 | uK | 80 MiN 

FRI APRIL 20 – 9:00 PM 

This brilliant film discusses 
typography, graphic design and 
visual culture through its focus on the 
helvetica typeface. The filmmaker 
says the ubiquity of helvetica 
intrigued him first: you’ve probably 
already seen helvetica several  
times today. it might have tried to  
sell you investment services or 
vacation getaways in the ads in  
your morning paper. 

MY PLAYGROUND 

dir. Kaspar asTrup schroder 
2009 | deNMarK | 50 MiN 

(eNGlish aNd daNish  
W/eNGlish suBTiTles) 

SAT APR 21 – 2:00 PM

my Playground is about parkour, a 
sport of leaping and bounding in 
order to traverse common obstacles 
such as walls and railings. Think 
of  the stunts of skateboarding but 
without a skateboard. This film 
follows a group of danish ‘traceurs’ 
in the parkour group Team Jiyo, 
as they run and jump through 
copenhagen, ignoring the paths  
laid down for them and making  
their own. 

vISUAL ACOUSTICS:  
THE MODERNISM OF  
JULIUS SHULMAN 
dir. eric BricKer  
2008 | us | 84 MiN 

SAT APR 21 – 7:00 PM 

visual Acoustics celebrates the life 
and career of Julius shulman, whose 
images of mid century modernist 
buildings in california helped 
establish architectural photography 
as its own discipline. 
considered one of the world’s 
greatest architectural photographers, 
shulman documented and 
popularized the work of nearly every 
modern and progressive architect 
since the 1930’s including Frank 
lloyd Wright, richard Neutra, John 
lautner and Frank Gehry. 

SPONSORED BY SMITH CARTER 
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS 

INFINITE SPACE:  
THE ARCHITECTURE OF  
JOHN LAUTNER 

dir. Murry GriGor 
2008 | us | 90 MiN 

SAT APR 21 – 9:00 PM

Known primarily for his house 
designs, John lautner celebrated 
an organic style of architecture that 
creates a smooth flow between 
indoor and outdoor spaces. initially 
apprenticing under Frank lloyd 
Wright, lautner gained notoriety with 
his first big solo project – his own 
house, built in 1939 - which critic 
henry russell hitchcock described as 
the “best house by an architect under 
30 in the united states.” 

SPONSORED BY STANTEC  
ARCHITECTURE LIMITED 
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gaS Station aRtS centRe and cinematheqUe co-pReSent 

COMEdY fILM fESTIVAL
cURated by Kevin mcdonald

in conjunction with the cBc comedy Festival, comedian and 
Winnipeg resident wit Kevin Mcdonald will introduce a series 
of his personal favourite comedy teams from the history of 
cinema. Kevin is widely known for his work on Kids in the 
hall which he founded with friend dave Foley. he has also 
appeared on The martin Short Show, ellen,  
That ‘70s Show, Seinfeld, Friends, News radio, Arrested 
development, Corner gas and Less Than Kind.

KIDS IN THE HALL: BRAIN CANDY
dir. Kelly MaKiN  
1996 | caNada | 89 MiN 
THU APR 5 – 7:00 PM 

The Kids in the hall feature debut sets its comedic 
sights on just about everything: smug advertising 
executives, inane talk shows, corporate greed, 
the overmedication of society, fads, miracle 
drugs, yes-men, and creepy cab drivers who 
freak out customers with elaborate discussions  
of animal pornography, grunge, and the  
quiet desperation of the common man. 

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
dir. saM Wood  
1935 | usa | 92 MiN 
FRI APR 6 – 7:00 PM 

A Night at the Opera follows Groucho, chico 
and harpo as they “battle arrogant opera 
tenor lassparri in an attempt to help their friend 
ricardo take centre stage and win the heart 

MONTY PYTHON’S LIFE OF BRIAN 
dir. Terry JoNes   
1979 | uK | 94 MiN 
sTarriNG GrahaM chapMaN, eric idle,  
JohN cleese, Michael paliN, Terry JoNes, 
Terry GilliaM

SAT APR 7 – 7:00 PM 

a beautiful film, a perfect comedy and a 
gentle triumph of silliness over pomposity, 
self-importance, and intolerance. in Judea, a 
mother tends her newborn child. lo, from the 
east three wise men appear to pay tribute to the 
infant - but they want the stable next door: this is 
Brian cohen not Jesus christ!” life of Brian is a 
brilliant lampoon at the hypocrisy and fanaticism 
of organized religion as the python gang tackle 
every sacred cow in sight. Blessed are the 
cheezemakers!

BEDAZZLED 

dir. sTaNley doNeN  
1967 | uK | 104 MiN 
sTarriNG peTer cooK, dudley Moore, 
raquel Welch, eleaNor BroN 

WED APR 11 – 7:00 PM 

The original “Bedazzled is a biting, mischievous 
and witty satire of the highest order. stanley 
Moon is a short order chef, hopelessly in love 
with his waitress Margaret but he just can’t 
pluck up the courage to tell her. in a moment of 
desperation he tries to hang himself but he can’t 
even do that right. enter the polite and charming 
devil, proprietor of a seedy club staffed by the 
embodiments of the seven deadly sins. The fallen 
angel soon persuades the hapless stanley to give 
him his soul in exchange for seven wishes, which 
will help him win Margaret’s heart.” - BBC    

WAY OUT WEST 
dir. JaMes W horNe 
1937 | usa| 64 MiN 
sTarriNG laurel aNd hardy 

THU APRIL 12 - 7:00 PM   

considered one of their finest features, the  
classic comedy team of laurel and hardy venture 
out west to Brushwood Gulch to deliver a deed 
to a gold mine to the orphaned daughter of their 
recently-deceased prospector partner. They are 
soon duped into giving it to the wrong person 
but try to steal it back which only leads to more 
trouble. highlights include a hilarious scene 
where stan is locked in a room and almost 
tickled to death and their comic rendition of  
“Trail of the lonesome pine.”

of rosa. enjoy the rib-tickling delights of the 
Brothers’ surreal anarchy as Groucho and chico 
discuss contract negotiations. 

“That’s what they call a Sanity Clause; 
You don’t fool me, there is no Santa Claus!” 
- BBC 
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SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1
7:00 PM PEOPLE OF A FEATHER

2 3 4
7:00 PM PEOPLE OF A FEATHER

5
7:00 PM BRAIN CANDY

9:15 PM   PEOPLE OF A FEATHER

6
7:00 PM A NIGHT AT THE OPERA 

7
7:00 PM MONTY PYTHON’S  
 LIFE OF BRIAN

8
cloSeD For eASter

9 10 11
7:00 PM BEDAZZLED 

12
7:00 PM WAY OUT WEST 

13
7:00 PM WHITE WATER,  
 BLACK GOLD 

14
7:00 PM WHITE WATER,  
 BLACK GOLD 

15
7:00 PM WHITE WATER,  
 BLACK GOLD 

16 17 18
7:00 PM WHITE WATER,  
 BLACK GOLD 

19
7:00 PM KOOLHAAS HOUSELIFE

8:30 PM HOW MUCH DOES  
 YOUR BUILDING WEIGH?

20
7:00 PM HOW TO MAKE A  
 BOOK WITH STEIDEL

9:00 PM HELvETICA

21
2:00 PM MY PLAYGROUND 

7:00 PM   vISUAL ACOUSTICS

9:00 PM INFINITE SPACE

22
7:00 PM AT NIGHT THEY DANCE

23 24 25
7:00 PM AT NIGHT THEY DANCE

26
7:00 PM AT NIGHT THEY DANCE

27
7:00 PM PAYBACK

9:00 PM TOMBOY

28
7:00 PM PAYBACK

9:00 PM TOMBOY

29
7:00 PM PAYBACK

30 1 2
7:00 PM PAYBACK

9:00 PM TOMBOY

3
7:00 PM PAYBACK

9:00 PM TOMBOY

4 5

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1
7:00 PM  PAUL GOODMAN   
 CHANGED MY LIFE

2
7:00 PM  THE NOTORIOUS 
 BETTIE PAGE

3
2:00 PM  MARY HARRON  
 MASTER CLASS

7:00 PM  THE MOTH DIARIES 

9:00 PM AMERICAN PSYCHO  

4
7:00 PM MELANCHOLIA 

5 6 7
7:00 PM  MELANCHOLIA 

8
7:00 PM  MELANCHOLIA 

9
7:00 PM TOMORROW WILL 
 BE BETTER 

9:15 PM  AMERICAN COLOUR

10
10:00 AM  FREEZE FRAME

7:00 PM  THE BETRAYAL 

9:30 PM  ETERNAL SUNSHINE 
 OF THE SPOTLESS MIND 

11
NOON  FREEZE FRAME

7:00 PM BLOW

12 13 14
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF 
 FORBIDDEN ART 

15
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF 
 FORBIDDEN ART 

16
7:00 PM REFLECTING LIvES

10:00 PM FATHER’S DAY

17
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF  
 FORBIDDEN ART

9:00 PM FATHER’S DAY

18
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF 
 FORBIDDEN ART 

19 20 21
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF 
 FORBIDDEN ART 

9:00 PM FATHER’S DAY

22
7:00 PM THE DESERT OF 
 FORBIDDEN ART

9:00 PM FATHER’S DAY

23
7:00 PM WEST WIND: 
 THE vISION OF  
 TOM THOMSON

9:30 PM FATHER’S DAY

24
7:00 PM WEST WIND: 
 THE vISION OF  
 TOM THOMSON

9:00 PM FATHER’S DAY

25
7:00 PM WEST WIND: 
 THE vISION OF  
 TOM THOMSON

26 27 28
7:00 PM WEST WIND: 
 THE vISION OF  
 TOM THOMSON

29
7:00 PM WEST WIND: 
 THE vISION OF  
 TOM THOMSON

30
7:00 PM  PEOPLE OF A FEATHER 

9:00 PM  PEOPLE OF A FEATHER

31
7:00 PM  PEOPLE OF A FEATHER 

9:00 PM  PEOPLE OF A FEATHER

mArch 2012

APril 2012

ADmiSSion $8 GENERAL  |  $7 STUDENTS & SENIORS
$6 FILM GROUP & CINEMATHEQUE MEMBERS

infol ine :  204-925-3456 
100 ArthUr Street, in the exchange

www.winnipegcinematheque.com

$25 INDIVIDUAL  $50 FAMILY  $55 TEN SHOW PASS
$15 REDUCED (STUDENT/SENIORS)  $125 UNLIMITED ANNUALBECOME A CINEMATHEQUE MEMBER

MEMBERS PAY ONLY $6.00
PUblicAtionS mAil AGreement
nUmber 40045468

$1 of each admission goes towards our capital improvements, aimed  
at making your experience at the cinematheque even more satisfying.

mAY


